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Fig. 1. The Knowledge-Transfer Graph (KTGraph) supports the externalization of the analytic process through dedicated graph
elements. Nodes and links to describe discovered concepts and relationships; integrated links to source material (green), comments
(red), and tags (e. g., golden star and red question mark badges), as well as an interactive playback of graph creation help support
handoff of partial findings to subsequent investigators.
Abstract—During asynchronous collaborative analysis, handoff of partial findings is challenging because externalizations produced
by analysts may not adequately communicate their investigative process. To address this challenge, we developed techniques to
automatically capture and help encode tacit aspects of the investigative process based on an analyst’s interactions, and streamline
explicit authoring of handoff annotations. We designed our techniques to mediate awareness of analysis coverage, support explicit
communication of progress and uncertainty with annotation, and implicit communication through playback of investigation histories. To
evaluate our techniques, we developed an interactive visual analysis system, KTGraph, that supports an asynchronous investigative
document analysis task. We conducted a two-phase user study to characterize a set of handoff strategies and to compare investigative
performance with and without our techniques. The results suggest that our techniques promote the use of more effective handoff
strategies, help increase an awareness of prior investigative process and insights, as well as improve final investigative outcomes.
Index Terms—Collaboration, sensemaking, handoff, handover, structured externalizations, interactive visual analysis.

1

I NTRODUCTION

Visual representations of knowledge and insights can help analysts
track, organize, and synthesize their observations and questions during data analysis [16, 46, 53]. As investigators collaborate, these
visualizations of knowledge can evolve into shared thinking and
sensemaking spaces in which investigators synthesize and build on
each other’s findings [26, 37]. Our work is situated in the domain of
collaborative sensemaking with visual analytics tools. Sensemaking is
a process that helps to bridge gaps in understanding and find meaning
in information [34]. In collaboration, sensemaking is required to create
a shared understanding of information through communication and/or
the creation and manipulation of shared data representations [33].
Interactive systems have been shown to be effective for collaborative
sensemaking in synchronous co-located collaborations [20, 29] and
for supporting asynchronous remote collaboration over the internet
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[15, 47, 52]. However, the explicit transfer of knowledge between
collaborators remains a key visual analytics challenge in complex
sensemaking scenarios [3, 20, 29, 35, 43].
This transfer of knowledge is known as handoff (or handover) in
the shiftwork literature. Successful handoff is difficult even when
investigators are trained to use standardized workflows and protocols
(e. g., in intelligence analysis [35]). In general, non-routine and
ill-defined tasks often exacerbate the difficulty of handoff due to the
different strategies employed by individual investigators and insufficient
communication between collaborators [43]. In addition to a lack
of personal communication, incomplete externalizations (external
representations of a person’s internal thoughts) created by analysts
generally do not themselves adequately communicate strategies or
thought processes to the subsequent collaborator [43].
Our work focuses on supporting handoff of partial findings (i.e.,
developing, incomplete analysis results) from one asynchronously
working investigator to the next. These types of handoff occur when
investigators cannot meet in person due to geolocation, time constraints,
time zones, privacy concerns, or personal preference. In this context,
researchers have previously identified the often required transfer of
partial findings as a valuable but rarely supported feature of analysis
systems and, thus, an important research challenge to address [3,43,54].
In this work, we contribute a set of interactive visualization techniques to mediate handoff by encoding awareness of data coverage
through references to source materials, explicitly communicating
analysis progress and uncertainty using comments and tags, and sup-

porting implicit communication of thought process through playback
of investigation histories. We implemented our techniques in the
Knowledge-Transfer Graph (KTGraph), a novel collaborative visual
analysis tool that supports handoff between investigators.
In addition to the tool itself, we contribute design considerations and
rationale for our approach to support the handoff of partial findings,
based on a review of work studying collaboration and sensemaking.
Further, we conducted a two-phase user study to evaluate our techniques
in a document analysis scenario. Results provide insights into handoff
strategies and suggest that playback of investigation histories is an
effective approach to support the handoff of partial findings.
2

BACKGROUND

AND

R ELATED W ORK

Our work primarily relates to prior work in three areas: collaborative
sensemaking/handoff, collaborative visual analytics, and the support of
externalizations of analysis progress.
2.1

Collaborative Sensemaking and Handoff

Sensemaking is a concept that has been studied in many disciplines
[39, 50] and in HCI is generally understood as a process of understanding information [34]. Weick [50] suggests sensemaking
activities benefit from the social aspects of collaboration. It is through
communication with others that multiple perspectives are integrated and
debate and negotiations are triggered. These interactions can further
elicit externalization of latent insights. In the field of HCI, collaborative
sensemaking with shared externalizations has been particularly studied
for information retrieval tasks, such as collaborative search [31, 32].
Here, shared workspaces help collaborators to manage, organize, and
discuss found information.
In our work, we particularly focus on the problem of handoff of
partial findings in data analysis scenarios. Handoff in collaborative
sensemaking has been investigated through studies of information help
desks [43], product recommendations [44], and intelligence analysis [3].
However, while the sensemaking work most closely related to ours
comes from the field of visual analytics [19, 29], we are not aware of
work in this domain that shares our focus on handoff and effectiveness
of transferring previous investigators’ knowledge.
2.2

Collaborative Visual Analytics

Supporting collaborative data analysis is a key research challenge in the
domain of visual analytics [18, 46]. Researchers have proposed both
novel system designs [19, 29, 40, 49, 51], discussed and implemented
software infrastructures [2, 30, 42], studied collaborative data analysis
behavior [20, 21, 37, 48], and highlighted design considerations and
open research problems [13, 17, 18, 54] to address this challenge.
We were particularly inspired by work on the support of awareness,
coordination, and synthesis in collaborative analysis activities. In
particular, we drew on the principle of information scent [34] in both
co-located (e.g., [19, 29]) as well as distributed collaboration tools
(e. g., [15, 47, 49, 52]). These features use cues to seen or unseen
information in order to help broaden exploration coverage.
The most closely related systems to ours are Cambiera [19] and CLIP
[29] which highlight shared searches and discoveries in documents.
These systems, however, focused on co-located collaboration and do
not specifically address the handoff of partial findings.
Coordination and synthesis strategies between asynchronous data
analysts were also previously studied [37, 40, 41], sharing our interest
in understanding and consolidating work of previous investigators.
Robinson [37] focused on the co-located synthesis of findings after an
asynchronous distributed analysis phase. Sarvghad et al. [40, 41] found
visualizing data dimension coverage of a previous analyst’s exploration
can promote awareness and understanding, as well as the question
formation process, in tabular data analysis.
Similarly, KTGraph supports coordination by highlighting previously investigated data, but adds user-created externalizations under the
assumption that they provide more explicit representation of thought
processes. In addition, the handoff techniques of KTGraph do not
assume any specific underlying data structures (e. g., data tables) and is,

thus, potentially generalizable for broader applications including both
structured and unstructured data.
2.3

Externalization Approaches

Graph-based visualizations have been used extensively to externalize investigations in visual analysis systems, including investigating
document collections (e. g., [23, 28, 45]), intelligence analysis (e. g.,
[3, 7, 29, 35], and visual analytics (e.g., [6, 55]). KTGraph builds on the
general visual design of our previous work, Annotation Graphs [55],
that offered specific exploration capabilities for graphs based on added
data annotations. KTGraph, while visually similar, has a very different
goal. Annotation Graphs focused on providing meaningful layouts for
data exploration based on user annotations, but KTGraph focuses on
providing capabilities for building graphs as externalizations of analysis
results and handing them over to subsequent analysts.
CommentSpace [52] is related to our work in that it effectively
used tags and links to structure comments, which improved analytics
results. Although we also support user generated comments and tags
to explicitly communicate intent, uncertainty, and progress of the
investigation, we apply them in a very different context: an interactive
and evolving graph visualization. In addition, we integrate features,
such as references to source data (e. g., [29]) and document visitations
(e. g., [1]) directly into the interface to improve awareness of prior
investigators work through analytic provenance [54].
Timelines are often used in visual analysis tools to represent temporal
relationships within the data being investigated (e. g., [4, 5, 7, 8, 28]).
Heer & Agarawala suggest that asynchronous collaborations can
benefit from timelines to communicate the temporal progression of
investigations [13]. The value of communicating the temporal progression and development of an analysis has been demonstrated using
static visualizations for individual investigators (e. g., [14, 23]) and in
collaborative settings (e. g., [6]), as well as for interactive tutorials of
software workflows (e. g., [11]). KTGraph extends this concept to an
interactive playback of externalization creation and management to
implicitly communicate temporal aspects of investigations, such as
externalization updates, analyst insights, and analysis rationales.
3

D ESIGN C ONSIDERATIONS

Prior work has significantly shaped and inspired our design of handoff
features. Here, we describe the design considerations we derived from
the literature and briefly discuss which related work they are based on.
G1. Support interactive externalizations. The representation
should be sufficiently abstract to provide flexibility of expression
and to support a variety of analysis styles [24, 25]. A tight coupling
between data exploration and externalization can help mediate switching between deductive and inductive modes of reasoning [3, 13, 38].
Above all, the representation should be interactive, enabling analysts
to continuously build, re-evaluate, re-structure, expand, and refine the
externalization as their understanding evolves [13, 25, 35, 38].
G2. Encode analytic provenance. Understanding where in the data
insights came from is a critical aspect of communicating the current
state of an analysis [54]. The system should support quick lookups to
understand the source of insights in the data [35]. This enables analysts
to double-check the logic of the prior collaborator and build confidence
in the existing state of the analysis. It also helps analysts to deduce and
revisit the rationale behind prior analyses [25].
G3. Facilitate common understanding. Sharma & Furnas [44]
underscore the importance of a consistent method of externalization
to support common understanding between analysts. Drawing on
the principle of information scent [34], the system should, thus,
enable analysts to explicitly encode their progress and process [35],
for example, through notification mechanisms (i. e., action flags or
commentary [13, 25, 52]). The system should summarize which data
has already been considered and explored, such as revealing most and
least frequently visited regions of the data collection [13].
G4. Provide interaction and analytic provenance. Given a lack of
direct communication between collaborators, the system should provide
implicit methods of transferring an awareness of the progression and
development of the analysis [6, 13, 54]. These analysis histories can
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Fig. 2. The KTGraph interface. An investigator uses the Graph Panel (A) to externalize their investigation. They can review comments related
to the investigation in the Comments Panel (B). The Dataset Panel (C) displays the dataset under investigation. The Timeline Panel (D) enables
investigators to playback the investigative history. An input dialog (E) is popped-up when creating a new node or link.

and what remains to be done. In the remainder of this section, we
briefly describe the KTGraph interface and its four coordinated panels:
Graph, Comments, Document, and Timeline (Fig. 2).

Fig. 3. Example externalization illustrating the visual language of the
interactive graph visualization: nodes, links, tags, comments, and
references. Comments and references can be attached to nodes and
links; tags can be attached to nodes, links, references, and comments.

support rapid uptake of prior collaborators’ work [35] and help infer
the rationale underlying their insights [36].
4 K NOWLEDGE -T RANSFER G RAPH
Taking the aforementioned considerations together, we designed KTGraph (Fig. 2) to offer the following features to facilitate handoff in
asynchronous collaborative data analysis:
• KTGraph extends the traditional concept graphs through embedded
references, comments, and tags, with which investigators can explicitly
communicate their progress and uncertainty using a coherent visual
language (Fig. 3). This design offers a thorough picture of the
externalized knowledge promoting externalization during the early
stages of sensemaking, when an investigator’s understanding may be
unresolved. For example, a reference connected to many nodes might
be an important evidence to look at for the following investigator.
• KTGraph provides an interactive timeline that records every
historical state of the investigation. An interactive playback function
allows to review how prior investigators encoded and built up the
visualization, implicitly communicating intent and strategy (Fig. 1).
• KTGraph supports tagging of any element of the graph. Tags can
help an analyst convey the meta-information of their thoughts, e. g.,
pointing out promising directions to dig in (Fig. 3) or to-do items.
Thus, KTGraph facilitates handoff through specific knowledge
transfer features that convey what has been done, why it was done,

4.1 Graph Panel
In the Graph Panel an analyst can build a graph visualization (G1)
(Fig. 1, Fig. 2A) to externalize investigative progress. Possible graph
components are nodes, links, tags, comments, and references (Fig. 3).
Nodes
and links
can be created and labeled to
encode abstract concepts or entities (e. g., people, places, or events)
and their relations to each other. The nodes can be placed freely
at any position on the 2D canvas. In addition to using the toolbar
, the graph can be edited using direct manipulation, for
example, dragging from one node to another creates a link and clickand-drag displaces nodes on the canvas.
We provide four basic tags that are represented by icons in the graph:
To-do
, Question ? , Important
, and Hypothesis , similar
to the fixed set of tags used in CommentSpace [52] (G3). Further,
investigators can also define custom tags to extend this basic vocabulary
using
. Tags can be used to highlight important
findings, track progress, and denote uncertainty. Tags can be added to
any element in the graph: node, link, comment, or reference.
4.2 Comments Panel
The text of comments is displayed in the Comments Panel (Fig. 2B)
and represented by a small icon
in the graph (G3). Selecting
a comment in the Comments Panel highlights the associated graph
elements in the Graph Panel, and vice versa. Comments are free-form
text and can be used to encode thought process (e. g., document findings,
explain reasoning, propose hypotheses, or pose questions). Comments
can be added to any node or link in the graph using the
button, and
they are sorted in a reverse chronological order in the Comments Panel.
4.3 Dataset Panel
The Dataset Panel displays the data being investigated (Fig. 2C). Our
current implementation supports investigative document analysis, and
thus, this panel displays a keyword search interface to explore a set
of documents with a detail view for one document. Documents are
ranked by a search result score and matching keywords in the selected

document are highlighted. For each document, meta-information such
as the number of visits and references is also visualized (G3).
References associate nodes and links to the source evidence in the
dataset, which can be whole documents
or excerpts
(G2). Text excerpts within documents are highlighted with a green
background. Selecting a reference loads the corresponding document
in the Dataset Panel, and based on the type of reference, the text excerpt
or the whole document is visually emphasized. References can be
added to any node or link by first selecting the objects and clicking
the
button. To streamline authoring tags and references, KTGraph
auto-populates creation dialogs with titles and references based on
selected text in the Dataset Panel (Fig. 2E) (G1).
While in this paper we focus on document analysis tasks, KTGraph
is generalizable by replacing the Dataset Panel with other visualizations for specific applications, such as the time-series data tables in
Annotation Graphs [55]. Instead of representing text and text excerpts,
references could then link to data chunks selected by an analyst.
4.4

Timeline Panel

To explore the evolution of the graph over time, an analyst can interactively playback all historical states of the graph using the Timeline
Panel via
(Fig. 1, Fig. 2D) (G4). The timeline captures
and shows all graph operations, including creating, deleting, and editing
of nodes and links; layout modifications; attaching comments, tags, and
references; as well as keyword search terms. Each operation type is
color-coded and the overall history is summarized using principles of
overview+detail. The entire history is displayed as a thin line on the
top, and the detailed operations close to the current focusing timestep
are represented as circles below. To save space, multiple similar layout
modifications are aggregated visually.
KTGraph creates a session for each investigator. The timeline shows
the start and end of each session with a small visual break (whitespace).
An analyst can use the timeline to perform undo or redo operations only
in their investigation session. Most importantly, the timeline provides
implicit awareness of what previous investigators have done through
the animated playback. An analyst can pause this animation at any
time to explore the elements of the historical state of the graph without
modifying them. The final state of the graph serves as the starting point
for the subsequent analyst and can, however, be freely modified.
5

S ENSEMAKING TASK

The current implementation of KTGraph supports investigative document analysis, a task which has previously been shown to benefit from
collaboration [20,29]. We used the VAST 2006 Challenge, Stegosaurus,
[10] during development and testing of KTGraph. Stegosaurus is
recognized as a benchmark visual analytics task solvable by a general
population, and it has been used in previous studies of sensemaking
[1, 12] and collaborative analysis [20, 29]. The goal of the scenario
is to investigate suspicious activities in a small town. To successfully
solve the challenge, analysts have to filter out irrelevant documents,
read and discover facts in the news articles, make logical connections,
and generate hypotheses. The task starts with a vague clue about a
man crashing into a bank; from there, an analyst needs to work through
the dataset to reveal additional clues to solve the mystery. To mimic
real-world scenarios, there are distractors that could lead an analyst in
the wrong direction. Our version of the synthetic dataset contained 246
documents (with about 3,000 entities), a majority of which are fictional
news articles, as well as additional image resources and several longer
information documents. Only 11 documents contain pertinent clues to
the investigation. The task is expected to take a single investigator 2–6
hours to solve using a basic keyword search interface [29].
5.1

Example Handoff Scenario

Ryan and Emma want to collaborate to analyze the Stegosaurus
data. Each can contribute various expertise related to the small town
under investigation. However, since Ryan and Emma do not share
the same timezone it is difficult for them to work synchronously or
communicate directly. They decide Ryan will start the investigation

using KTGraph and Emma will pick up where he stops. Please refer to
the accompanying video for a demonstration of the scenario.
5.1.1

First Session: Initial Investigation.

Ryan externalizes his mental model piece-by-piece by creating a graph
representation. By abstracting salient evidence and connections as
he discovers them, he consolidates his understanding and develops
hypotheses. He creates a breadcrumb trail to the source articles by
embedding references. Using comments and tags, he is able to express
important discoveries, uncertainties, and flag nodes and links requiring
further investigation. This not only helps him track his own progress,
but also helps encode his thought process for subsequent investigators.
Ryan stops his investigation because his expertise is requested for
another case. The result is an interactive graph visualization of his
partial findings that Emma can build upon.
5.1.2

Second Session: Transferring Knowledge.

To continue the investigation that Ryan started, Emma opens the
investigation in KTGraph, which starts a new session. At first glance,
Ryan’s graph is complicated and difficult to fully grasp. Although the
tags are good indicators of the key concepts, (e. g., Flowers), a clear
starting point is not evident. Emma shifts her attention to the Timeline
Panel to review the operations Ryan performed during his session.
Emma rewinds the overview timeline to the beginning and hits the
Play button to watch a smooth animation of the graph construction
history. Since all the panels are synchronized with the timeline, Emma
can explore the graph at any moment of Ryan’s investigation and relate
the state of the graph to the material he was consulting.
Emma pauses the playback because she notices many references
were attached to Silo, which was tagged To-do at the time. She
explores the graph by hovering over graph elements to reveal connected
elements and associated items in other panels. She clicks on the references to view the associated articles which highlights the referenced
text. This enables Emma to quickly skim articles to understand how
they relate to the representations in the graph.
Next, Emma sorts the Dataset Panel by the number of visits and
references to see what other documents Ryan read. Emma spots articles
that are related to the Silo but have not been visited or referenced. She
decides this is a good place to pick-up the investigation.
This access to history implicitly communicates when content in the
graph changed, helping Emma infer why these changes were made.
Emma is thus able to quickly catch-up on the investigation, discovering
that Ryan had started an investigation of articles about the Silo, but not
finished reading all the matching articles. Like Ryan, Emma continues
augmenting the graph to document her thoughts, thereby leaving traces
for potential subsequent investigations.
6

U SER S TUDY

OF

H ANDOFF

To better understand how our tool would be used in settings inspired by
our fictional handoff scenario, we conducted a user study in two phases.
We evaluated handoff performance and characterized handoff strategies
using the Stegosaurus document analysis challenge [10].
6.1

Research Questions

Very little is known about how interface features impact handoff in
visual analytics. Based on our literature analysis, we hypothesized
that in particular the availability of the Timeline Panel as well as the
tagging features would positively impact handoff between investigators.
We thus collected both performance measures as well as subjective
preferences in two study phases: Phase 1 in which we studied the
activities of the follow-up analyst exclusively and Phase 2 which
captured data from both a starting and follow-up analyst. As prior
work [20] found that work styles in collaborative data analysis are
extremely varied and can impact the usefulness of specific interface
features, we chose to observe and analyze handoff strategies as well.
Knowledge about different handoff strategies allowed us to assess
whether different strategies similarly impact the usefulness of interface
features and the success of the joint data analysis.

6.2

Participant Recruitment and Apparatus

We recruited participants from a pool of university graduate students
and professional researchers. All participants had a background in
computer science or engineering, were proficient in English, and had
no prior experience with the Stegosaurus challenge. Participants were
only eligible to participate in one of the two phases. Each session lasted
~1.5 hours and participants received a $25 gift card in compensation.
The study was conducted using a 24-inch desktop monitor with a
mouse and keyboard. The visual interface was presented in full-screen
mode. Screen- and audio-recordings of the sessions were captured, as
well as participant interaction logs and the graph creation histories.
In both phases, we used a Baseline that emulates systems in previous
synchronous collaboration studies (e. g., CLIP [29]). To keep the
consistency of our interface design in both conditions, we built the
Baseline from the codebase of KTGraph, which includes identical
Graph, Comments, Datasets Panels, and user interactions, but does not
comprise the novel features (i.e. no Timeline Panel, and no tagging).
6.3

Phase 1—Handoff Performance

The Phase 1 focused on the evaluation of handoff performance. We
simulated an asynchronous collaboration scenario by preparing a
starting (handoff) graph. The same graph was used by all participants,
enabling us to analyze repetitions of the same handoff instance.
6.3.1

Design and Methods

We used a between-subjects design with 20 participants (6 females);
between 21-52 years of age (mean 32). Participants were randomly
assigned to one of the two conditions (KTGraph or Baseline), resulting
in 10 handoff instances in each condition.
We designed the handoff graph based on observations from several
pilot studies. We referenced evidence from 2/11 key documents
that included information for solving the mystery. In addition, we
added comments and tags that documented uncertainty of facts and
highlighted correct directions for investigation. We did not include
misleading information. The handoff graph included 17 nodes, 20 links,
22 references, 3 comments, and 15 tags; covering 2 key documents.
The handoff graph represented a critical point in the investigation. It
presented verified initial suspicions and some hypotheses, but raised
more questions than it answered, leaving many opportunities for
follow-up investigations. The handoff graph enabled us to measure the
effectiveness of handoff by asking participants what they learned from
the graph and then observing how well they continued the investigation.
The handoff graphs used in both conditions were identical but tags were
not supported in the Baseline condition. However, we ensured that they
provided the same level of information.
6.3.2

Performance Metrics

Inspired by the literature, we employed the following three metrics to
evaluate handoff performance.
The handoff score quantifies the critical facts a participant explained
to the researcher after reviewing the handoff graph, similar to the
scoring used in previous studies [20,22,29]. Participants could mention
6 critical facts and 3 directions for investigation, for a total score out of
9. The handoff score is, thus, a measure of the amount of information
participants successfully understood from the handoff graph.
The debriefing score quantifies task performance based on a previously used scoring schemes [20, 22, 29]. Participants had to describe
their hypotheses in detail and identify key insights in the scenario.
Participants received up to 11 positive points for correct insights and
negative points for incorrect hypotheses and statements.
The key documents score counts references to key documents in
the graph [20], excluding the two documents from the handoff graph.
Participants received a positive point for every key document attached
to elements of the graph. Merely visiting a key document did not affect
the score. This was a score out of 9 (2/11 key documents excluded).
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Fig. 4. Different measurements of the task performance in Phase 1.
Mean values; error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

6.3.3

Procedure

Each study session began with a 15-minute training period about the
technique (KTGraph or Baseline). We asked participants to try all the
interface features and resolved any questions they had. In the tutorial
we used an example dataset of five news articles from the New York
Times. The investigation period followed directly after training.
At the start of the investigation period, each participant received
the Stegosaurus introduction document on paper that described the
scenario and provided the first clue. Participants were told that they
were working in teams to solve the mystery, but that they would not
be able to meet or communicate with each other. We advised them to
utilize the interface to document their progress and thought process to
help subsequent investigators continue the investigation.
We assessed handoff at two times during the investigation, first after
an initial exploration of the handoff graph, and then again after the end
of the investigation period. This methodology is similar to the one used
by Sarvghad et al. [40] to study comprehension of externalizations.
Participants were given a total of 40 minutes to work on the
investigation. When starting, participants were instructed to explore
the handoff graph and prepare to report what had been done in the
investigation so far. They were given up to 10 minutes to freely explore
the handoff graph, but could choose to report sooner to gain time for
their own investigation. During this initial exploration, they were not
able to make any modifications to the graph. When ready, we asked
them to explain the prior investigation to the researcher, during which
the timer was paused. To assess knowledge-transfer after this initial
exposure, the researcher conducted a short informal interview. The
researcher was careful to guide the conversation towards salient points,
without directly asking questions providing hints. At the end of the
study, the researcher analyzed interaction logs, recorded videos, and
interview notes to obtain the performance metrics described earlier.
6.3.4

Results and Discussions—Handoff Performance

The results of Phase 1 demonstrate that KTGraph was more effective at
supporting handoff than Baseline, improved understanding, and led to
a better overall performance in the Stegosaurus task (Fig. 4).
KTGraph’s mean handoff score was 71% (6.4/9, CI [5.8, 7.0]) compared to 50% (4.5/9, CI [4.1, 4.9]) in Baseline. Regardless of condition,
all participants spent similar amounts of time reading the handoff
graph, 6.8 minutes (σ = 2.1) in KTGraph and 6.7 minutes (σ = 1.9)
in Baseline. This suggests that facts were more effectively understood
when timeline and tagging features were available.
The mean debriefing score for KTGraph was 71% (7.8/11, CI [6.5,
9.1]) compared to 33% (3.3/11, CI [1.9, 4.7]) in Baseline, indicating
that participants were able to advance the investigation much more
successfully with the additional tagging and timeline features.
We also found evidence that participants discovered more key
documents with KTGraph, 51% (4.6/9, CI [3.7, 5.5]), than Baseline,
32% (2.9/9, CI [1.9, 3.9]) [27]. We further analyzed the number of visits
and references for each key document (Fig. 5). In both conditions,
we saw fairly similar patterns of document visitation and referencing.
However, in KTGraph no participant added references to either of the
two key documents included in the handoff graph, while in Baseline
some participants did (Fig. 5: D1, D2). Moreover, participants using
Baseline did not create any references to two later documents, even
though they visited them (Fig. 5: D9, D10).
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in Phase 1. D1 and D2 are the initial two key documents included in the
handoff graph. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

more comments with KTGraph, however, the effect is not significant.
Moreover, although participants in both conditions generated similar
number of references, the references in Baseline have less coverage
of key documents (Fig. 5) – most references were to document D6.
Combining the results of Fig. 4, Fig. 5, and Fig. 7 indicates that
participants were more effective with KTGraph while using roughly
similar numbers of graph elements to encode information.

KTGraph

267
411
195
658
123
Baseline

270
615

6.4

Phase 2—Externalization Diversity and Preferences

Phase 2 focused on a more externally valid end-to-end collaborative
scenario during which participants, who did not communicate face-toface, worked in asynchronous groups to first start and then follow-up
the investigation. This enabled us to investigate various handoff graphs
and a larger variance of handoff strategies between investigators at
different stages in the investigation.

146
605
N/A

0

Fig. 6. Plots of participant investigative interaction patterns over the
investigative session in Phase 1. The x-axis represents time in minutes.
Numbers on the right indicate total counts of the actions.

This finding is interesting when considered relative to the handoff
and debriefing scores. Despite having searched for and having found
evidence in similar documents, the participants using KTGraph were
better able to identify and integrate evidence from the documents that
were pertinent to the investigation. Based on the higher handoff scores,
we speculate this is because they had developed a better understanding
of the intent of the first investigator, which helped them more efficiently
focus their subsequent investigative work.
In short, KTGraph outperformed Baseline on all three performance
metrics. The 95% confidence intervals indicate that the differences
were significant for handoff and debriefing scores (Fig. 4) [27].
6.3.5

Results and Discussions—Interaction Logs

We further analyzed the interaction logs of participants captured during
the experiments (Fig. 6). In general, the sequence of actions was
similar between the KTGraph and Baseline conditions. One noticeable
difference, however, was that “explore graph” operations (e. g., clicking
a node or link) appeared more evenly distributed in the KTGraph
condition, while in Baseline, there were more gaps and clusters. There
were also fewer “explore graph” actions in KTGraph, which may be
due to the higher demand of exploring the handoff graphs in Baseline
(because the timeline was not available). There were greater numbers of
document views and searches with KTGraph (658 and 195 respectively)
compared to Baseline (615 and 146 respectively), which might indicate
that participants consumed more information. In KTGraph, the vast
majority of operations performed on the Timeline Panel occurred at the
start of the investigation session, although two participants revisited the
history at later points during their investigation.
Fig. 7 shows the total number of graph elements that participants
created during the experiment. In general, the results of KTGraph
and Baseline are similar, although confidence intervals for Baseline
are larger (except for comments). On average, participants created

6.4.1

Design and Methods

We again used a between-subjects design, and recruited another 18
participants (7 females). They were between 22-34 years of age (mean
26). Since we wanted to evaluate different stages of the handoff process,
we divided participants into groups of three. Participants were randomly
assigned to one of the two conditions (Baseline and KTGraph) and
randomly assigned to a group of three, resulting in three investigative
sessions for each condition.
Each group worked serially on a single investigation, resulting in one
initial session and two handoff sessions. For each team, participants
came in at different times and did not have any contact with each other.
6.4.2

Procedure

The procedure for the training period and the investigation period were
identical to Phase 1. Participants were given a total of 45 minutes to
work on the investigation, which included reviewing the work of prior
investigators (if any) and conducting their own investigation. We did
not interrupt the investigative session so as not to interfere with the
progression; we provided no help or guidance to participants.
After the investigative session, participants completed a questionnaire, followed by a semi-structured interview. The questionnaire
used Likert-scale ratings to query the perceived usefulness of each
interface feature in the context of performing current investigations
and also in understanding prior investigations (1 – strongly disagree, 7
– strongly agree). The first participant in each group worked without
a handoff graph and, thus, skipped questions regarding handoff. The
questionnaire also asked participants to assess their behavior during
handoff and their confidence in their understanding of the investigation.
Semi-structured interview questions focused on the interface features, participants’ investigative strategies, and the results of their
investigation. Particularly, we asked participants how they conducted
their investigation and what factors played a role. Finally, we also asked
participants to explain their hypotheses, describe the plot, and identify
the key players. During the interview, participants were allowed to use
their created externalizations during explanations. The same researcher
who coded data in Phase 1, analyzed the experimental data to obtain
the performance metrics for this phase.

Baseline
KTGraph

Fig. 8. Plots of numbers of graph elements generated in Phase 2. Each
connected line indicates a complete investigation (including one initial
and two handoff sessions).

6.4.3

Results and Discussion—Externalization Generation

Fig. 8 gives an overview of the diversity of the graph externalizations
generated by each group. Each polyline corresponds to one team and
each dot to an individual investigator. As can be seen, graphs were
generally extended by subsequent investigators but there was a spread
of externalization styles.
Comparing the numbers of links in both conditions, participants
with Baseline generated larger and denser graphs with more nodes
and links. However, the numbers of references were similar, which
may indicate that KTGraph helped participants more effectively embed
information from the dataset. The second and third dots correspond to
the handoff graphs that subsequent investigators encountered during the
study. We can observe that the variability of graphs is relatively high.
Comparing the slopes of line segments in each session reveals that,
in general the graphs, in terms of node, link, and reference numbers,
were extended less by the third investigator compared to the second.
However, several exceptions appeared for comments and tags. This
may indicate that investigators shifted from objective discovery to more
subjective deduction as the investigation progressed. It is worth noting
that future studies are warranted to see more generalizable patterns of
handoff graphs as there were not many data points collected.
6.4.4

Results and Discussion—Ratings of Usefulness

In the questionnaire, KTGraph and Baseline received similar ratings on
usefulness of interface features (Fig. 9). Both systems were thought to
be easy to use and learn. The ability to externalize one’s thinking with
an interactive graph with references and comments embedded was rated
useful (G1, G2). However, we also found several larger differences.
First, participants rated reviewing information (e. g., visit counts) on
the Dataset Panel (Fig. 2C) more useful in Baseline than in KTGraph
(C11, F11). This may be because Baseline is not equipped with the Fig. 9. Participants’ ratings in the questionnaire in Phase 2. Median
Timeline Panel so that this meta-information became a critical means ratings are indicated in grey.
of awareness. Second, comments were surprisingly rated less useful
Participants also provided some general feedback about interface
in Baseline. We examined the interaction logs and found that fewer usability. For example, one participant requested arc links to avoid
comments were created in the Baseline condition (C4, F4), which may overlap, and two requested “being able to mark and filter documents
be due to participants’ personal working styles or not wanting to break in the list [on Dataset Panel].” Several participants also wanted to
the flow of the investigation. Although we instructed participants to use attach references to comments in the graph and vice versa because
comments to communicate their thought process for future investigators, “you will know which comment addresses which reference”, which is an
in practice most became engrossed in the task and did not document interesting feature to implement in the future.
their progress. Third, the handoff graphs were thought less useful in
Baseline for understanding prior discoveries (F1, F7), which is possibly 6.5 Analysis of Handoff Strategies
because participants found them difficult to interpret.
Combining the results from Phase 1+2, we were interested in underOf the features specific to KTGraph, tags rated well, but were standing how handoff strategies affected teams and their use of the
infrequently used. On average, only 2.6 tags were created per session tools. We derived an initial set of strategies by combining interview
and three participants did not use tags at all. Two of them commented notes and a first video-coding. We then re-analyzed and consolidated
that they regretted not creating more tags during their investigations. the found strategies in a second video-coding pass. From this two-pass
Although the interactive history exploration was not viewed as useful analysis, we identified five major strategies that participants used to
for the initial investigators, these features were found very important by assimilate knowledge from partial findings.
subsequent investigators. A participant mentioned that “The timeline
• Starting over. Participants generally ignored the existing graph
definitely helps because it shows where [the investigation] started and
and started from the first clue to build their own graphs. Later,
what the thought process was and how [the graph] was developed.”
they identified duplications or related segments between their own
In the six handoff sessions, four participants consistently used the
and the prior graphs, and tried to merge them together. However,
Timeline, one used it sporadically, and one not at all.
they mainly focused on their own graphs throughout the process.
For knowledge transfer question (S1-S7), the most interesting difference was that participants found Baseline unhelpful for understanding
• Random access. Participants randomly visited graph elements
prior investigation, while the opposite was true for KTGraph (S3). Also,
that looked interesting, and then tried to understand the whole
participants in Baseline had less awareness of what their partners had
picture. In KTGraph, this strategy was largely influenced by the
done (S1) and tended to double-check previous discoveries (S5).
tagging feature, which drew participants’ attention first.

Table 1. Number of participants for each handoff strategy (some
participants used more than one strategy, thus the scores may due
to multiple factors). For Phase 1, there were in total 10 handoffs for each
condition (KTGraph or Baseline), reported below as # of participants
(mean debriefing score); and for Phase 2, there were 6 handoffs each,
reported below as # of participants (∆mean debriefing score).
Strategy
Starting over
Random access
Naive browsing
Hubs and bridges
Tracing from the origin

Phase 1
KTGraph
Baseline
1 (7.0)
2 (10.0)
1 (6.0)
9 (8.0)

1 (4.0)
5 (2.6)
2 (4.0)
5 (4.6)
1 (0.0)

Phase 2
KTGraph
Baseline
2 (-0.5)

5 (+1.0)

2 (+0.0)
3 (+1.3)
1 (+0.0)
2 (+2.0)

• Naive browsing. Participants explored the entire graph with
a natural order, such as from top–bottom or left–right. Then,
they combined and sorted all the information to determine which
directions to pursue. Similar to Random access, tags were helpful
for suggesting specific nodes or links to inspect more carefully.
• Hubs and bridges. Participants browsed the parts of the graph
that had special topological features, such as the densest parts of
the graph (e. g., a node with many references or many links) or
bridges of the graph (e. g., a node linking two dense components),
and tried to connect them to form a bigger picture. In both
conditions, the fact that references, comments, and tags changed
the topology of the handoff graph helped participants to identify
critical information.
• Tracing from the origin. Participants tried to understand the
thought process of prior analysts by following the graph structure
from a logical starting point. This strategy was conducted using
different actions in two conditions. In KTGraph, participants used
the timeline to browse the graph following the process from the
beginning. In Baseline, participants had to guess the development
of graphs and trace it manually (e. g., intoxicated driver and
flowers nodes were usually considered to start with).
The existing graphs were generally treated similarly with all strategies, except for Starting over. In general, participants first discovered a
few interesting points in the existing handoff graph, and then further
extended those parts based on their continued investigation. In Starting
over, participants practically ignored the existing graph and focused on
building their own parallel graph.
The handoff strategies we observed are similar to strategies previously identified by Kang et al. for individual investigators when
processing information and deciding what to do next [24]. The
identified strategies, “Build from detail”, “Find a Clue, Follow the
Trail”, and “Hit the keyword” closely align to our Naive browsing,
Tracing from the origin, and Hubs and bridges, respectively. This
suggests that strategies of handoff are closely related to data analysis
and sensemaking in more traditional, non-collaborative settings.
Table 1 shows the number of participants who used each strategy in
both phases of the study. In the following, we discuss the prevalence of
the strategies in each phase in detail.
Phase 1 analysis. In the Baseline condition, we observed that
participants used a wider combination of strategies. Some participants
appeared to become frustrated with Random access and switched
to Starting over, while others turned to Random access after Naive
browsing and Hubs and bridges proved too difficult. Overall, the
most common strategies were: Random access and Hubs and bridges
(Table 1). However, these resulted in relatively low debriefing scores.
Without access to the Timeline, it seemed that Hubs and bridges was
the most effective strategy. The five participants who used it achieved
higher than average debriefing scores (42%, 4.6/11, CI [2.3, 6.8]), however,
still lower than the average score of participants using the KTGraph
(71%, 7.8/11, CI [6.5, 9.1]). Tracing from the origin was the least effective
strategy in the Baseline condition.

We observed an interesting difference in the application of Tracing
from the origin between the Baseline and KTGraph conditions. In
Baseline, this strategy was less effective because participants would
have to identify the first clue in the graph to determine a starting point.
In contrast, in the KTGraph condition, the Timeline Panel enabled
participants to identify the temporal starting point of the investigation
and thus used the topology of the graph within a temporal context. Nine
out of ten participants ended up using Tracing from the origin via the
timeline. Six started with this strategy, while three others began with
other strategies and then later switched to using Tracing from the origin.
This strategy proved the most effective in the KTGraph condition and
we observed far less switching of strategies. Two participants achieved
the highest debriefing scores (10.0) used Tracing from the origin +
Naive browsing, and one participant with the lowest score (6.0 with
Hubs and bridges) was the only one who did not use Tracing from the
origin. These findings mirror the results of Kang et al. [24], who found
“Find a Clue, Follow the Trail” generally led to positive outcomes for
non-collaborative investigation. However, more studies are needed to
confirm these results and further examine how investigators combine
strategies in various scenarios.
Phase 2 analysis. As shown in Table 1, we also observed a high
adoption rate (5/6 participants) for Tracing from the origin via the
timeline in KTGraph. Two participants employed Starting over, but
one got stuck and switched to Tracing from the origin with timeline
later. In the Baseline condition, a larger variety of strategies were
used by participants (which is consistent with the results in Phase
1), of which Random access seemed to be the most chosen strategy.
This may indicate that participants felt overwhelmed by some of the
graphs and thought less logically about how to utilize them. Two
of the six participants did try to use Tracing from the origin, which
is a more logical approach, but encountered difficulty and switched
to Starting over and Random access. This is because the Tracing
from the origin search process relied on the graph topology alone
in Baseline. If the topology was significantly complex, participants
tended to switch to other strategies. Further, from Fig. 9, we observe
that participants generally dealt with larger handoff graphs with more
nodes and links. Participants tended to build graphs for their own
investigations rather than utilizing information in the handoff graphs
due to less understanding, which generated redundancy in their graphs.
We also evaluated the effectiveness of the strategies in Phase 2
based on the increase of the debriefing scores after each handoff. In
KTGraph, participants who used Tracing from the origin had a mean
debriefing score increase of 1.0, larger than those who used Starting
over, -0.5 (i.e., actually decreasing). For the Baseline condition, we
found no major difference between the performance of participants
using different strategies. On average, participants performed worse
in Baseline (a mean debriefing score of 1.7) than KTGraph (a mean
debriefing score of 5.0). It is important to note that these results are
only suggestive, because we observed large variances in Phase 2 due
to fewer data points and very different handoff graphs (Fig. 8). Better
understanding of the handoff graphs in general does not necessarily
lead to higher debriefing scores, because the previous participant could
point into the wrong directions of the investigation. Thus, more user
studies are needed to further evaluate the effectiveness of strategies in
such experimental settings.
Overall, by combining both phases of the study, these findings further
support that exposure to the temporality of investigations is a critical
factor to effective handoff externalizations. Without temporality, other
methods of reducing graph readability may be necessary to support
comprehension of externalizations.
7

D ISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the key aspects we learned from our
study, including the effects of interface features that support handoff,
limitations of the current prototype, and our generalizable observations.
7.1

Effects of KTGraph Features

The results of our study demonstrate the benefits of temporal awareness
in supporting handoff during asynchronous collaborative investigations.

The higher handoff and debriefing scores in the KTGraph condition
suggest that participants more effectively assimilated the work of
previous investigators and leveraged this understanding leading to better
investigative outcomes. In addition, three participants interviewed in the
Baseline condition requested features similar to tagging and interactive
history features: highlighting important nodes, adding timestamps to
nodes, and showing how the graph was created. The Timeline Panel
also best supported the most effective and logical handoff strategy:
Tracing from the origin. However, more experiments are required to
extend our findings on how the handoff strategies affect graph usage.
The results of our study suggest that although tags were rated
useful, they were not frequently used. Although we attempted to
make tagging easier by integrating it into the node and link creation
process (Fig. 2E), many participants were still reluctant to use the tags.
Based on their feedback, the main reasons were that tagging “breaks
the flow of thinking” (deciding which tag to use) and “wondering
why” (understanding why a tag was used). Reluctance to use tags
may also be attributed to the lack of further features that used the
tags, such as tag-based filtering of the graph. We were also surprised
that no participants created custom tags. Tags have been shown to be
powerful when used consistently [52]. Further research to encourage
tag usage is warranted, for example methods that reduce barriers to use
by mitigating workflow interruption or through automatic suggestions.
Interestingly, adding comments, which requires much more effort
than tagging, was considered more useful, for understanding both
previous and current investigations (Fig. 9). This may be because
comments are richer and interpreting their meaning is less ambiguous.
The flexibility of comments resulted in creative uses. For example,
one participant in the Baseline condition created a general node and
attached a summary report in a comment. This was viewed as useful by
subsequent participants and supported the Tracing from origin strategy.
A generalized feature to explicitly communicate starting points may be
beneficial to supporting handoff.
7.2

KTGraph Limitations

Although shown effective in our study, the current KTGraph prototype
can be further improved. First, the graph visualization does not scale
well as the size of the graph grows. After the last participant of each
investigation task in Phase 2, the graph became quite complex (with an
average of 20.5 nodes, 20.2 links, 29.8 references, and 7.3 comments;
also see Fig. 8), and thus subsequent handoffs would become more
and more difficult due to visual clutter. Existing methods, such as
searching and filtering graph elements or methods for collapsing nodes
and links [6, 55] could address these scalability issues.
Moreover, there is a need for better support of workspace organization, especially when the graph is large. From our observations in
the studies, participants did not tend to manually organize the graph
“[...] unless I was forced to, because it takes too much effort.” Thus,
automatic or semi-automatic graph layout methods based on certain
similarity measures among nodes, links, comments, and references (as
in e. g., AnnotationGraphs [55]) are worth further consideration.
7.3

Generalization

In our study we focused on investigative document analysis to evaluate
KTGraph. Yet, the features that support this task could also be
applied to a variety of other exploratory data analysis scenarios where
investigators generate hypotheses. For example, our tool can support
workflows of collaborative visual analysis tools that involve selection
and annotation of data points, such as for time-series data [55] or charts
[13, 52]. With an extension of LCW support like CLIP [29], KTGraph
may be used in both synchronous and asynchronous collaborations. As
the general approach of externalizations is common, we also expect
that KTGraph is also suitable to other application domains.
Similar to the collaboration models proposed by Mahyar et al. [29]
and Gava et al. [9] for synchronous scenarios, we also observed
that awareness of past actions played a critical role in improving the
effectiveness of asynchronous collaborations. In particular, awareness
facilitated communication and coordination which are two key aspects
in collaboration. As in Mahyar et al.’s model [29], we also acknowledge

that users’ externalizations of their findings and thought processes
increased the awareness of their work for other team members, in our
case, facilitating handoffs and ultimately generating better results. Yet,
our work also cannot entirely be described by the previous models for
synchronous collaboration: First, in our studies, there was no direct
communication or discussion between different team members. The
graph was the only means for communication, through its elements (i. e.,
nodes, links, tags, comments, and references), topological structure,
and creation process (via the timeline). Thus, understanding the
graph from previous investigations became essential for handoff. This
infers that, in collaborative settings such as ours, the externalization
itself and the process of generating it are of a greater importance for
capturing thought processes and serve as a means for explicit or implicit
communication. Second, coordination across participants was achieved
sequentially in our studies, different from co-located scenarios where
coordination is achieved in real-time and in parallel. This indicates
that incorrect directions or misunderstandings from previous sessions
misled following investigators, which could be amplified and resulted
in worse outcomes in the end. This observation reveals the real-world
challenges of handoffs and the importance of offering better support to
transferring knowledge through the process.
8 S TUDY L IMITATIONS
While our study has provided several considerations for the design of
externalizations in handoff scenarios, our results should be read in light
of the study’s limitations. Certainly, more participants could strengthen
our results of Phase 2. As the handoff graphs that participants designed
varied significantly it is possible that other handoff strategies may
surface and that the description of the existing strategies can be further
refined. This could particularly be the case with varied types of groups,
where investigators know each other well or share common work styles
or habits of thinking and recording.
As in related previous studies [20, 29], our participants, while familiar with research practices, were not trained investigators. Strategies of
professional analysts may differ from the ones we observed, especially
if specific work and documentation requirements are imposed, or if tacit
domain knowledge influences information sharing. Conducting further
studies with expert users in a specific application domain is an excellent
opportunity for future work. It will also be interesting to follow-up with
work on hybrid scenarios in which externalizations such as KTGraph
are used within brief periods of face-to-face handoff. Certainly, the
research space for collaborative handoff is still large. We provide
starting considerations for the design of handoff externalizations that
will hopefully be extended by future work in this direction.
9 C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We described KTGraph, a graph-based tool to externalize findings in
analysis scenarios. KTGraph was designed with a number of techniques
to facilitate the handoff of partial findings to subsequent investigators in
asynchronous collaborative sensemaking. Specifically, our techniques
support handoff through explicit user-annotations and implicit playback
of the analytic process. Results of a user study in investigative document
analysis suggest that temporal awareness is critical and effectively
supports handoff. The study also identifies participants’ strategies used
in handoff and indicates that the most successful strategy is supported
by temporal awareness.
In the future, we aim to extend the analytical capabilities of KTGraph
to general data analysis scenarios, including charts and numerical
data. We also plan to conduct more user studies to further evaluate the
usefulness of KTGraph in handoff, for example, with more participants,
deeper factorial design, or other collaborative analysis scenarios. In
addition, we want to further enhance the tool by more effectively
supporting scalability and workspace organization.
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